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myKotty it is more than just a brand. 

We believe that furniture for cats can be beautiful, modern, and 

fit within any stylish interior while not losing functionality and 

providing your cat with unforgettable experience.

We love beautiful, clear and unique design 

and it shows in all myKotty products 

but as cat owners ourselves we know most cat habits 

and needs and it is always functionality first.

Because of our passion for what we do and love for detail 

every single of our products is handmade in Poland by people 

who, just as we do, make quality their top priority.

We simply know that life with a cat is the coolest thing 

in the world.
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LUI 
SCRATCHER

OTI
CAT BED

TOBI
SCRATCHER

VIGO
SCRATCHER

MIA
REVERSIBLE CAT HOUSE



Love at first sight.

LUI 
SCRATCHER



“Beautiful!! Congratulations, you've done a wonderful job! 

The products are truly spectacular. Thank you for bringing good 

design to the kitties of Poland!”

     KATE 

“I love your Lui design - it’s something we’ve been waiting 

for a long time…”

 IAN 

“Just want to express my heartfelt gratitude to you for 

providing such fun product for my feline friend.

Thanks for everything!”

JOYCE

“The box arrived yesterday. I only had time to unpack today 

and I wanted to tell you, I think they are just gorgeous! I'm so 

pleased with them. 

And more importantly, they are already a hit with 

my cats. Thank you! We love them!”

        MAYA
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LUI CAT SCRATCHER

First impression matters most. It takes not more than 3 

seconds to fall in love with LUI forever. It's a perfect 

combination of modern design and 100% functionality.

DESCRIPTION:

- multifunctional: scratch, sleep and play

- curved shape designed for your cat’s pleasure

- scratch all around and great hideaway inside

- can be turned upside down to last longer

- unique, smooth surface that feels like suede

- durable and stable construction

SPECIFICATIONS:

- colors: white, black, brown

- dimensions: 25cm/9.84’ H x 25cm/9.84’ W x 75cm/29.53’ L

- material: local, eco-friendly cardboard

- certified adhesive, safe for cats and people

- designed and made in Poland
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VIGO
SCRATCHER

You can rely on him no matter what.



“As soon as I took it out of the box, the cat immediately 

ran to it to lay down on it :) Actually, he does not come down 

from it, unless he goes to sleep :) 

Although it is cardboard, it is very stable and heavy, 

and it just looks great :)”

   WERONIKA 

“They make the best cat furniture and we love every 

single piece they have. Their products are durable, 

simple and stylish, perfectly match any interior you have! 

We’ve had it for a year. I have no idea how many times 

the cats scratched on it.”

   ASAMI

“The first thing that cats did was SCRATCH!!!

We love it!”

   DEXTER 

“This sturdy construction is real!”

MATTIAS
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VIGO CAT SCRATCHER

This is the most HEAVY DUTY scratcher ever. It is 

designed for the toughest tasks like scratching, jumps, 

fun with more than one buddy at the same time. It is also 

the best reason to give your coach a break.

DESCRIPTION:

- multifunctional: scratch, sleep and play

- very durable and stable construction for the toughest tasks

- unique, smooth surface that feels like suede

- curved shape designed for your cat’s pleasure

- scratch all around 

- can be turned upside down to last longer

SPECIFICATIONS:

- colors: white, black, brown

- dimensions: 21cm/8.27’ H x 25cm/9.84’ W x 71cm/27.95’ L

- material: local, eco-friendly cardboard

- certified adhesive, safe for cats and people

- designed and made in Poland10





TOBI
SCRATCHER

closer together. Be even  



“TOBI is a cute and compact piece that fits everywhere.”

    ASAMI

“Finally the scratcher, that fits perfectly on my desk!”

        ANNA

“Your scratchers are brilliant! Our cat which gives all 

accessories for cats a wide berth, loved your the scratcher from 

the get-go. It is also a great design - the scratcher 

is both a pleasure for the eyes and 

loads of fun for Baggy and Tonia.”

         KASIA
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“My cat uses it everyday! It’s perfect:)”

    MIA



TOBI CAT SCRATCHER

Our cats always want to be close to us and we like it 

when they are with us. TOBI is always at hand and is the 

most mobile piece of our furniture. Tobi is like a true 

friend who brings you and your cat even closer.

DESCRIPTION:

- multifunctional: scratch, sleep and play

- very mobile and easy to arrange almost anywhere

- curved shape designed for your cat’s pleasure

- can be turned upside down to last longer

- unique, smooth surface that feels like suede

SPECIFICATIONS:

- colors: white, black, brown

- dimensions: 6,5cm/2.56’ H x 25cm/9.84’ W x 59cm/23.23’ L

- material: local, eco-friendly cardboard

- certified adhesive, safe for cats and people

- designed and made in Poland
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MIA
REVERSIBLE CAT HOUSE

There is no place like home.



“The MIA house is now the most important place in the house 

and is an unwritten rule - first come first served:)”

CHARLOTTE

“Johny and Paco are overjoyed. Paco is supposed to be the 

cardboard-loving cat, but it turned out that Johny is just 

as fascinated and sits inside anytime he can:) 

Every cat should have such house:)”

JOANNA

“MIA has a great design and is easy to assembly.”

LUCAS

“It simple and stylish. Ficts perfectly in our interior!

The great think about MIA cat house 

is it’s reversible!”

ASAMI
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MIA REVERSIBLE CAT HOUSE

Home is where your family is. Cats are also our family. This 

is a very nice feeling to provide our cats with a home of their 

own, where they can safely hide and relax. As they say – 

there is not place like home.

DESCRIPTION:

- multifunctional: hide, sleep, play and even scratch 

  thanks to a cardboard mat inside

- reversible means two colors in one MIA house

- the cat can spend time inside or on the top

- two separate entrances for observation, fun and more space inside

- durable and stable construction

- easy to assemble, the instructions inside the packaging

SPECIFICATIONS:

- colour: white/brown

- dimensions: 48cm/19’ H x 58cm/22.83’ W x 57cm/22.44’ L

- material: local, eco-friendly cardboard

- certified adhesive in a cardboard mat, safe for cats and people

- accessory for the inside - the Cardboard Mat - sold separately

- designed and made in Poland

CARDBOARD MAT 
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OTI
CAT BED

Sleeping at a higher level 
of a pleasure.



“The OTI bed is amazing...and white...I love white stuff:) 

My 4 cats love the bed, they fight for it:) 

This is so funny - these always a cat in the OTI, 

never the same, never empty…:)”

CATHERINE

“As always I love how clean and stylish their design 

on this cat bed is. The cats are loving this new piece. 

Happy cats, happy life!”

ASAMI

“OTI is fantastic! This is the first cat bed that fits 

into my home decor and my cat likes to sleep in it 

all day long.”

SYLINE
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OTI CAT BED

Some cats spend as much as 80% of their lives sleeping, so it 

is worth providing them with a comfortable bed. The pleasure 

of sleep is all the greater since the cushions hang over the 

ground like a hammock. OTI is 30cm high not without a 

reason - cats like to be higher than other quadrupeds. Nothing 

but to sleep all day.

DESCRIPTION:

- multifunctional: sleeping, lazing about and lounging 

- the bed is like a hammock thanks to cushions which do not have       

contact with the ground

- 30 cm height gives the possibility to sleep higher over the ground

- construction is seated on a thick and stable, cardboard frame

- fits perfectly within any fashionable interior - we took care of it

SPECIFICATIONS:

- colour: white

- dimensions: 30cm/11.81’ H x 51,5cm/20.28’ W

- materials: cover 100% cotton, stiffened frame 100% cardboard,

  filling silicone balls 

- cover can be removed and washed, washing instructions inside

  the cover

- designed and made in Poland 22





For more details visit our website:
mykotty.com

Will be nice to hear from you at:
mykotty@mykotty.pl

Follow us on:
FACEBOOK:   facebook.com/myKottypl
INSTAGRAM: @mykotty

Photos:
Mia Mortensen: @fuji_the_kitten
Asami Zenri: gigglycats.blogspot.com


